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Marking Services Inc. (MSI) offers MS-970 coiled conduit and cable 
markers for fast identification of a facility’s electrical systems.  
Designed to eliminate confusion of tightly packed conduit  
and cable, MS-970 markers quickly snap around conduit  
or cable, clearly identifying voltages or potential hazards. 
Our coiled markers effectively mark electrical cable, conduit  
and circuits, which improves coordination, tracing and service.

MS-970 coiled markers are designed to identify cable and conduit  
in a wide variety of environments. After installation, the coils  
remain in place on the conduit due to material memory from the  
coiling process. Compared with banding adhesive tape, MS-970  
coils do not require the need for conduit cleaning or preparation, 
therefore they can be installed very quickly, reducing installation time.

• Coiled construction quickly snaps around conduit & cable,  
   clearly identifying voltages or functions
• No surface preparation needed
• Self-locking adhesive strip keeps marker in  
   place even on vertical conduit & cable
• Legends are subsurface  
   printed to protect them from 
   environmental deterioration
• Markers can be removed and  
   then reinstalled
• Substantial labor savings vs.  
   traditional color banding tape  
   or self-adhesive applications



Conduit Diameter Style Marker Marker Width Character Height

1/4" – 3/8" TM 3" 1/4"
1/2" – 1" A 8" 1/2"

1 1/8" – 2 1/4" B 8" 3/4"
2 3/8" – 3 1/4" C 12" 1 1/4"
3 3/8" – 4 1/2" D 12" 1 1/4"
4 5/8" – 5 7/8" E 12" 1 1/4"

MS-970 conduit and cable markers can be customized to meet your 
specific needs. Our custom markers are fast, easy and economical with 
most orders shipping in 24 to 48 hours. MSI custom conduit and cable 
markers provide an alternative for identifying conduit when standard 
legends won’t work. Choose the operations that best suit your needs - 
include any or all of the following on one marker:

• Line numbers
• Lines origin (“From...”) and destination (“To...”)
• Equipment numbers
• Flow direction
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8265 North Faulkner Road
P.O. BOX 240027
Milwaukee, WI 53224 U.S.A.

Marking Services improves and 
standardizes the identification of 
hazards and components to promote 
safer work environments and minimize 
downtime due to errors or accidents. 
We provide a full complement of 
identification products designed to 
fulfill identification needs in nearly 
any environment. 

Through our commitment to providing 
value-added services, high-quality 
products and on-time delivery, MSI 
offers you a one-stop, comprehensive 
source for all your identification needs.

• The size of the marker is based on the circumference of cable  
   or conduit it is being installed
• Standard markers feature black text on orange background
• Additional colors and custom sizes available upon request
• Custom legends available
• Service temperature range: -40° F to 160° F (-40° C to 71° C)
• Complies with ASME A13.1 “Scheme for the identification of piping  
   systems” with regard to color, letter height and marker size
• For best performance, use indoors and where high heat and harsh 
   chemicals are not present


